MoS2/ZIF-8 Hybrid Materials for Environmental Catalysis: Solar-Driven Antibiotic-Degradation Engineering
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ABSTRACT

Photocatalytic water purification is an efficient environmental protection method that can be used to eliminate toxic and harmful substances from industrial effluents. However, the TiO2-based catalysts currently in use absorb only a small portion of the solar spectrum in the ultraviolet (UV) region, resulting in lower efficiency. In this paper, we demonstrate a molybdenum disulfide/zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (MoS2/ZIF-8) composite photocatalyst that increases the photocatalytic degradation of ciprofloxacin (CIP) and tetracycline hydrochloride (TC) by factors of 1.21 and 1.07, respectively. The transformation products of CIP and TC from the catalysis processes are tentatively identified, with the metal–organic framework (MOF) being considered to be the main active species with holes being considered as the main active species. The hydrogen production rate of the MoS2/ZIF-8 nanocomposites is 1.79 times higher than that of MoS2. This work provides a novel perspective for exploring original and efficient 1T/2H-MoS2/MOF-based photocatalysts by optimizing the construction of surface nano-heterojunction structures. The composite photocatalyst is found to be durable, with its catalytic performance being preserved under stability testing. Thus, 1T/2H-MoS2/MOF-based photocatalysts have excellent prospects for practical antibiotic-degradation engineering.

© 2019 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Given the current global awareness of and attention to environmental pollution, the demand for new environmental-restoration technologies is increasing in many areas, including water pollution. One serious water pollution concern involves the abuse of a large number of broad-spectrum antibiotics, including ciprofloxacin (CIP) and tetracycline hydrochloride (TC), which end up in the water supply. Antibiotics pollution in water is known to be a major issue for human health [1–3]. Over the past few years, various technologies to reduce antibiotics emission have been employed in environmental protection; these include physical adsorption [4,5], microbial degradation [6], and photocatalytic degradation [7]. Among these, semiconductor-based photocatalysis is considered to be an effective solution for antibiotics pollution in water due to its environmental friendliness, low energy consumption, and low cost [8,9]. However, in comparison with pollutants such as dyes, it is relatively difficult to photodegrade antibiotics [10,11]. Therefore, there is a great need for the development of new effective photocatalysts with higher antibiotic-degradation efficiency.

Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is a transition metal dichalcogenide catalyst with a structure that is similar to a two-dimensional (2D) graphene analog layered structure that has been attracting a great deal of attention in the catalysis of antibiotic degradation [12,13]. The S—Mo—S coordination in the lattice is similar to a “sandwich” structure, and produces an unsaturated
phenomenon at the edges [14]. In addition, MoS 2 has a tunable band gap structure, which varies from an indirect band gap of 1.2 eV (for bulk MoS 2 ) to an indirect band gap of 1.8 eV (for monolayer MoS 2 ) [15,16]. However, the limitations of its narrow band gap and specific surface area impede the catalytic activity of MoS 2 . Therefore, MoS 2 has been constructed into different morphologies in order to improve its catalytic performances, including nanosheets, nanoparticles, and quantum dots. MoS 2 has two common phases [17]: the metallic 1T-MoS 2 , with more catalytically active sites, and the semiconducting 2H-MoS 2 , with more active edge zones. It is necessary to synthesize mixed-phase MoS 2 with many active edge sites in order to maximize the photocatalytic activity of this catalyst.

A metal–organic framework (MOF) is a kind of crystalline material with high porosity and a huge surface area, which has shown varying degrees of potential in catalysis application [18,19]. Zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8) is a typical member of the MOF family that consists of zinc (Zn) ions and imidazole linkers. ZIF-8 has been widely studied due to its high specific surface area, excellent thermal/chemical stability, and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) affinity [20,21]. Thus, it is assumed that the combination of ZIF-8 nanocrystals with MoS 2 nanosheets will greatly increase the specific surface area, adsorption, and number of photocatalytic reaction sites, thereby improving the photocatalytic degradation efficiency of the entire photocatalyst. In this work, we demonstrate that ZIF-8 being tightly anchored on the 1T/2H-MoS 2 nanosheets. In terms of catalytic performance, the composite catalyst shows greater photocatalytic antibiotic degradation activity than MoS 2 on its own.

2. Experiments

2.1. Preparation of ZIF-8 nanocrystals

The ZIF-8 was synthesized according to previously published procedures [22]. In general, 1.81 g of zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO 3 ) 2 ·6H 2 O) was dissolved in 10 mL of deionized (DI) water; 1.0 g of 2-methylimidazole (2-Melm, AR) was then dissolved in 10 mL of ammonia solution (NH 3 ·H 2 O, AR). Next, the 2-Melm solution was slowly added in a drop-wise manner to the zinc nitrate solution, which was magnetically stirred at room temperature for 8 h. The final product was subsequently centrifuged and washed to neutrality. Finally, the white ZIF-8 nanocrystal was obtained after freeze-drying for 12 h.

2.2. Preparation of 1T/2H-MoS 2 /ZIF-8 composite

1T/2H-MoS 2 /ZIF-8 was prepared by a solvothermal method. In brief, 0.151 g (2 mmol) thioacetamide (TAA, AR ≥ 99.0%), 0.242 g (1 mmol) sodium molybdate (Na 2 MoO 4 , AR ≥ 99.0%), and 0.05 g (0.14 mmol) cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB, AR) were dissolved in 10 mL DI water, which was stirred for 5 min to obtain a homogeneous solution. An amount of ZIF-8 (a mass of 0.14 mmol) cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB, AR) were dissolved in 10 mL DI water, which was stirred for 5 min to obtain a homogeneous solution. An amount of ZIF-8 (0.14 mmol) cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB, AR) was added to the mixed solution. After sonicating for 2 h, the mixed solution was transferred into a Teflon autoclave and kept in an oven at 200 °C for 24 h. The final black product was centrifuged at 8000 r min −1 and washed with 75 vol% ethanol. Finally, the prepared black product was freeze-dried for 24 h. The samples were marked as MZ-5, MZ-7, MZ-10, MZ-15, and MZ-20, where MZ refers to the MoS 2 /ZIF-8 composite and the numbers refer to the weight content of ZIF-8 (i.e., 5%, 7%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, respectively). The schematic synthesis procedure is shown in Fig. 1. Pure MoS 2 was synthesized by a similar solvothermal method without the addition of ZIF-8.

2.3. Characterization of 1T/2H-MoS 2 /ZIF-8

The phase structure of these samples was determined using D8 ADVANCED powder X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker Corporation, Germany). The microstructures and components of the as-prepared products were determined using a JEM-2010F transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL Ltd., Japan) and a FESEM-4800 scanning electronic microscope (SEM, Hitachi Ltd., Japan). The ultraviolet–visible light diffuse reflectance spectra (UV–vis DRS) were obtained using an Cary 300 spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, USA). The excitation wavelength of the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum was 365 nm (F-7000 fluorescence spectrophotometer, Hitachi Ltd., Japan).

2.4. Photocatalytic activity measurements

The photocatalytic degradation of aqueous solutions of CIP (purity ≥ 98.0%, 20 mg L −1 ) and TC (purity ≥ 98.0%, 20 mg L −1 ) was performed on 1T/2H-MoS 2 /ZIF-8 composites under visible light irradiation. A 300 W xenon (Xe) lamp (Nanjing Sidongke Electrical Equipment Co., China) with a 420 nm cut-off filter was used as a natural light source. In each test, a 20 mg sample of catalyst and 50 mL of the target pollutant (dissolved in water) were mixed in a quartz tube. Before irradiation, the solution was stirred for 30 min under dark conditions. During irradiation, 2 mL of the mixed solution was taken out of the reactor and filtered with a 0.45 μm needle filter. The absorbance peaks for CIP (276 nm) and TC (357 nm) were measured using a TU-1810 spectrophotometer (PERSSE Ltd., China) [23,24]. The photocatalytic hydrogen (H 2 ) evolution reactions were performed in a dark quartz reactor with cooling water in order to maintain the reaction temperature at 25 °C; a 500 W Xe lamp was used as a natural light source. Prior to irradiation, 25 mg of photocatalyst powder was dispersed in 50 mL of 15 vol% triethanolamine (TEOA, AR) aqueous solution. During irradiation, H 2 was detected by a gas chromatograph (GC7920, Beijing CEAILIGHT Co. Ltd., China) with nitrogen (N 2 ) as the carrier gas. The area of the integrated peak of the gas chromatography (GC) curve was compared with the area of the integral peak of the standard H 2 curve at a certain volume; the actual amount of H 2 was then calculated. The degradation intermediates were detected by means of high-performance liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS, 6460 Triple Quad LC–MS/MS, Agilent). Detailed analysis methods for the degradation products are provided in Appendix A.

2.5. Photoelectrochemical performance

Transient photocurrent electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and Mott–Schottky plots were conducted on an electrochemical analyzer (CHI660E electrochemical workstation, Chenhua Instrument, Shanghai, China). The as-synthesized samples were used as the working electrode, while a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a platinum sheet were used as the reference electrode and counter electrode, respectively. Detailed methods for the preparation of photoelectrodes are reported in the literature [25]. A 500 W Xe arc lamp with a 420 nm cut-off filter was used as a light source. The Mott–Schottky tests were implemented using the impedance–potential mode. EIS tests were performed at an open-circuit potential in a frequency range between 10 5 and 10 −2 Hz in a dark environment. In all experiments, 0.5 mol L −1 Na 2 SO 4 aqueous solution was used as the electrolyte.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructures and components

The crystallinity of MoS$_2$ and of the 1T/2H-MoS$_2$/ZIF-8 nanocomposites was investigated by XRD; measurement results are displayed in Fig. 2. The XRD pattern of the synthesized MoS$_2$ was different from that of pristine 2H-MoS$_2$ as new (002) and second (002)$^*$ diffraction peaks of the as-synthesized MoS$_2$ showed at 9.6° and 18.0°, respectively [26]. According to the Bragg equation, the lattice spacing of the (002) plane was calculated to be 0.95 nm (Fig. 3(e)), which aligned with the interlayer distance from the TEM images. The increase in the interlayer distance of the MoS$_2$ indirectly indicated that the prepared MoS$_2$ was a metallic 1T phase [27]. Fig. 3(f) shows that a fringe spacing of 0.27 nm can indicate the (100) crystal plane index of 2H-MoS$_2$. As indicated by Fig. S1 (a), it is evident that in comparison with the standard value (JCPDS Card No. 37-1492), the two diffraction peaks at 32.7° and 58.4° respectively indicate the (100) and (110) planes. The results indicate that the local atomic arrangement remains the same as that of the standard 2H-MoS$_2$ structure [28], which confirms that the prepared MoS$_2$ is a polytype phase. In addition, it can be seen from Fig. S1(b) that the MZ-20 nanocomposite contains ZIF-8 crystal, which signifies that the ZIF-8 is in close contact with the MoS$_2$ nanosheets. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy of the MZ-7 and ZIF-8 are shown in Fig. 4. The presence of ZIF-8 is revealed by the following characteristic peaks: the band at 421 cm$^{-1}$ is attributed to the Zn–N stretch, and other bands in the spectral region of 500–1500 cm$^{-1}$ are due to plane bending and stretching of the imidazole ring [29]. It is worth noting that the same adsorption bands were observed for the MZ-7 nanomaterial. For MZ nanomaterials, it can be seen that the characteristic peaks are consistent with those of pure MoS$_2$ (Fig. S2), which confirms that the metal-phase MoS$_2$ was successfully prepared.

We examined pure MoS$_2$, MZ-7, and MZ-20 samples by SEM (Fig. S3) and TEM (Fig. 3) to understand the degree of complexation of the ZIF-8 crystals with MoS$_2$. As shown in Figs. S3(a, b), MZ-7 exhibits a flower-like structure. Furthermore, these lamella flowers are not completely isolated from each other, but are often superimposed together. Small particles of ZIF-8 fit tightly on the flower-like 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ surface. Careful observation of the morphology of MZ-7 shows that many curled and staggered nanosheets grow densely on the surface. In MZ-20, the flower-like structure gradually disappears, showing a smooth surface covered by ZIF-8. The probable reason for this structural change is that the increasing content of ZIF-8 affects the anisotropic growth and flower-like structure formation of the 1T/2H-MoS$_2$. As indicated in Figs. 3(a–d), which shows TEM images of a single MZ-7 petal nanosheet, the 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ nanosheets are curled to form tubular structures. ZIF-8 particles are partially attached to the tubular 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ structures. Under electron beam irradiation, these nanosheets are extremely transparent, which indicates that the sheets are very thin (Figs. 3(b, c)). An ultrathin tubular structure is more conducive to the rapid transmission of photo-induced electrons, and thus reduces the recombination rate. Fig. 5 shows the presence of the elements sulfur (S), molybdenum (Mo), Zn, nitrogen (N), and carbon (C) in the MZ-7 nanocomposite. It is notable that these elements are uniformly distributed throughout the MZ-7, and it is further confirmed that the ZIF-8 is very uniformly dispersed and attached to the 1T/2H-MoS$_2$.

The pore characteristics of the as-prepared samples were investigated by the N$_2$ physical sorption method (Fig. 6). The N$_2$ adsorption/desorption isotherms of MZ-5, MZ-7, MZ-10, MZ-15, and MZ-20 are type IV adsorption curves (Figs. 6 and S4(a–c)). At higher relative pressures ($P/P_0$), the MZ-7 sample exhibits higher adsorption performance compared with other prepared samples, which reveals the existence of cumulative pores [30]. Unlike the MZ nanocomposites, a distinctive type I isotherm is shown by the ZIF-8 (Fig. S4(d)). The specific surface areas of MZ-5, MZ-7, MZ-10, MZ-15, and MZ-20 were measured to be 17.789, 33.308, 25.150, 11.482, and 27.354 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$, respectively (Table S1). These findings show that MZ-7 provides more adsorption and...
photocatalytic active sites than the other nanocomposites. In addition, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6(a), MZ-7 mainly contains mesoporous types (2–8 nm) corresponding to the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda pore-size distribution curve. Furthermore, the pore-size distribution curve of MZ-20 shows that the main pore-size range is 1–6 nm (inset Fig. 6(b)). This may be because the addition of ZIF-8 affects the particle size of 1T/2H-MoS\textsubscript{2}. The synergistic effect of its various pores and the high specific surface area of MZ-7 are conducive to the rapid mass transfer of the target contaminant molecules and diffusion of photo-induced electrons [31]; thus, MZ-7 is expected to display excellent photocatalytic degradation.

The elemental composition and functional characterization of the 1T/2H-MoS\textsubscript{2}/ZIF-8 nanomaterials were further confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In Fig. 7(a), the XPS survey spectrum shows that MZ-7 mainly consists of the elements S, Mo, Zn, C, and N. The XPS results of S 2p are displayed in Fig. 7(b). The MZ-7 has three peaks at 163.8, 162.4, and 160.9 eV that can be assigned to S 2p\textsubscript{1/2} and S 2p\textsubscript{3/2} [32]. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the Mo 3d binding energy spectrum of MZ-7 has four peaks at 235.0, 231.7, 228.1, and 225.3 eV, which corroborate the presence of Mo 3d\textsubscript{5/2} and 3d\textsubscript{3/2} [23]. When the S 2p and Mo 3d spectra of MZ-7 and MoS\textsubscript{2} are compared, the result indicates that the S 2p and Mo 3d spectra of MZ-7 shift to higher binding energies by 0.7 eV, which satisfies the previously observed relaxation energy before the formation of 1T-MoS\textsubscript{2}. A significant increase in binding energy...
of 0.70 eV usually indicates a loss of electron density [33], which can generate more active vacancies and thus increase the photocatalytic effect. As illustrated in Figs. 7(d–f), the results suggest that the composite MZ-7, which includes ZIF-8, contains the elements Zn, C, and N. Two peaks are observed at 1044.0 eV (Zn 2p1/2) and 1020.9 eV (Zn 2p3/2), respectively, which correspond to the Zn$^{2+}$ of the ZIF-8 (Fig. 7(d)). As a comparison, the Zn 2p peaks of ZIF-8 are located at 1044.7 eV and 1021.6 eV. MZ-7 shows a negative shift of 0.7 eV relative to ZIF-8, which may be due to electron transfer [34]. In the C 1s XPS spectrum (Fig. 7(e)), three binding energies of MZ-7 peak at 288.5, 285.9, and 284.5 eV; these can be assigned to the carboxyl carbon (O=C=O), hydroxyl carbon (C–O), and sp$^2$-hybridized carbon (C–C) [35]. In Fig. 7(f), the N 1s band peaks are 398.8, 397.0, and 394.5 eV; these can be attributed to the C–N bond and the 2-methylimidazole nitrogen atoms [36]. The XPS results reveal that MoS$_2$ fits snugly on the ZIF-8 surface, and that specific elements are prominently present in the composite. It is evident that the positions of the S 2p, Mo 3d, and Zn 2p peaks in MoS$_2$/ZIF-8 are shifted a little, indicating that the MoS$_2$ and ZIF-8 are interacting with each other. It is likely that the ZIF-8 nanocrystals become embedded in the MoS$_2$ nanosheets during the solvent heat treatment [37]. Thus, the above analyses indicate that 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ was successfully synthesized in this work. More importantly, the results suggest that the prepared samples have more active sites and more significant photocatalytic effects than MoS$_2$ or ZIF-8 on their own.

The absorbance performance of the MZ nanocomposites and MoS$_2$ was measured using UV–vis DRS. Fig. 8(a) shows that all samples display significantly enhanced light absorption between 200 and 800 nm. The characteristic absorption for pure ZIF-8 is
detected at around 225 nm (Fig. S5(a)). However, when ZIF-8 is loaded with 1T/2H-MoS₂, the light absorption capacity is significantly improved, indicating the importance of the hybrid composite in enhancing photocatalysis. This finding means that the higher visible light absorption of the heterojunction between ZIF-8 and 1T/2H-MoS₂ leads to the photogeneration of electron-hole pairs, which further promote the photocatalytic performance. The relationship between the wavelength of different nanocomposites and the photon energy (eV) can be calculated by the Kubelka–Munk function (K–M function), provided below [38]:

\[ F(R) = \frac{(1 - R)^2}{2R} \]  

where \( R \) is the reflectance and \( F(R) \) is proportional to the absorption coefficient (\( a \)).

The relationship between the K–M function and the wavelength of all the synthesized composites is shown in Fig. 8(b). As shown in Figs. 8(c, d), the band gap energies (\( E_g \)) of 1T/2H-MoS₂ and ZIF-8 are estimated from the tangent to the curve of \( (ahv)^{1/2} \) (or \( (ahv)^{2} \)) with respect to the photo-energy. The band gaps of 1T/2H-MoS₂, ZIF-8, and MZ-7 (Fig. S5(b)) are 1.13, 5.12, and 1.05 eV, respectively, indicating that the introduction of 1T/2H-MoS₂ reduced the band gaps. All the results suggest that the visible light response of the sample is increased; it can now generate more photogenerated carriers to improve the photocatalytic performance.

3.2. Photocatalytic properties

To assess the potential use of the MZ samples in environmental remediation, their photocatalytic activities were evaluated in terms of the photocatalytic degradation of CIP and TC. As can be observed from Fig. 9(a), all samples exhibit catalytic properties in the degradation of CIP. Among the samples, MZ-7 has the highest catalytic efficiency, which is in agreement with the Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area analysis. As the content of ZIF-8 increases, the catalytic performance of the samples improves at first, and then gradually decreases. After irradiation for 180 min under visible light, the photodegradation rates of CIP by the MZ-7 hybrids increased to 93.2%, which is 1.21 times greater than that of pure MoS$_2$. Fig. 9(b) depicts the photodegradation kinetics for CIP by the MZ nanocomposites with different amounts of ZIF-8, and by pure MoS$_2$. The kinetic curve of CIP degradation is in accordance with the pseudo first-order linear transformation

$$\ln(C/C_0) = -kt$$

[39]. Meanwhile, the pseudo first-order reaction kinetics ($k$) value of MZ-7 (0.0099 min$^{-1}$) is 1.29 times and 1.71 times higher than those of MZ-20 and pure MoS$_2$, respectively; this can be attributed to the coupling of the nanostructured sheets and ZIF-8 within the ultrathin structure of 1T/2H-MoS$_2$, which provides a pathway for the rapid transfer of photogenerated charge carriers. The small amount of CTAB helps 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ to generate ultrathin nanosheets [40].

It is worth noting that the removal efficiency of TC reaches 75.6% in the presence of the photocatalyst MZ-7 at 180 min under visible light irradiation (Fig. 9(c)). As seen in Fig. 9(d), $k$ for the removal of TC on MZ-7 is 0.0049 min$^{-1}$ (1.53 times greater than that of MZ-15). This can be ascribed to the rapid separation role of the photogenerated charge carriers by the 1T-MoS$_2$. Another important factor is that the porous ZIF-8 provides more reactive sites and enhances the progress of photocatalytic degradation. Interestingly, the photocatalytic activity can be improved by doping ZIF-8 on the surface of 1T/2H-MoS$_2$. 1T-MoS$_2$ has excellent electrical conductivity and accelerates the transmission of photoexcited electrons, while 2H-MoS$_2$ provides many active attachment sites on the edge. In addition, ZIF-8 increases the specific surface area of MZ-7, giving it more catalytic centers. Moreover, the synergistic effect between 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ and ZIF-8 plays an important role in the degradation of CIP and TC.

The photocatalytic activities were assessed by photocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction in TEOA aqueous solution under visible light irradiation ($\lambda \geq 420$ nm). As shown in Fig. S6, the content of ZIF-8 significantly affected the efficiency of hydrogen production. This test indicated that MZ-7 has the greatest photocatalytic activity, with a hydrogen production rate of 61.45 $\mu$mol h$^{-1}$ g$^{-1}$, which is 1.79 times greater than that of pure MoS$_2$. Thus, the test indicated that the addition of an appropriate amount of ZIF-8 improved the catalytic activity of 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ for hydrogen production, by increasing the conductivity of the material and providing a larger surface of the exposed edges. These findings also explain the improved photocatalytic activity, which is due to the presence of mixed states and induced structural distortions at the boundaries of the MZ-7 [41]. A more rigorous analysis of these results revealed that a good interfacial heterojunction between 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ and ZIF-8 contributes to an efficient charge transfer and e$^-$–h$^+$ separation.

### 3.3. Repeatability and stability of the MZ composites

In order to evaluate the application possibilities of this catalyst in the environment, the reusability and stability of MZ-7 were also tested. The target pollutant of the cyclic test was replaced with CIP with a solution concentration of 20 mg·L$^{-1}$, and the mass of the photocatalyst was 20 mg. As seen in Fig. 10(a), after two cycles of CIP degradation, the removal rate of CIP was still 90% at the 3rd run within 180 min. The photocatalytic activity of MZ-7 did not decrease significantly, which indicates that the MZ-7 photocatalyst has high stability and can be used repeatedly in practical applications. The XRD result showed that the MZ-7 was chemically stable before and after the reaction (Fig. 10(b)).
3.4. Discussion of the photocatalytic mechanism

Although we obtained a captivating antibiotic-degradation performance with the MZ-7 composite, in order to further clarify the photocatalysis mechanism, radical scavenging experiments were conducted. Three typical scavengers (dosage: 1 mmol/L) — iso-propyl alcohol, EDTA-2Na, and \( \cdot \) benzoquinone — were employed as the scavengers of \( \cdot \) OH, \( h^+ \), and \( \cdot \) O \(_2\) respectively [42]. For these experiments, the aqueous solution of CIP was 20 mg/L and the sample quantity was 20 mg. As shown in Fig. 11(a), the photocatalytic degradation of CIP was significantly inhibited after the addition of EDTA-2Na, implying that \( h^+ \) plays an active role in photocatalytic reactions. Furthermore, the photodegradation of CIP was inhibited in the presence of isopropanol, confirming that \( \cdot \) OH plays a minor role in photocatalysis. However, the degradation of CIP after the addition of \( \cdot \) benzoquinone was comparable to the absence of sacrificial agent.

The PL spectra shown in Fig. 11(b) provides information on the separation efficiency of the photo-induced electron–hole (e \( ^- \)–h \(^+ \)) pairs [43]. It is shown that the combination of ZIF-8 and 1T/2H-MoS\(_2\) can severely reduce PL intensity, which confirms that the recombination of e \( ^- \)–h \(^+ \) pairs transferred to the surface of the ZIF-8 is hindered. This result is understandable because the flower-like 1T/2H-MoS\(_2\) is more conductive to the rapid transfer.
of photo-excited electrons through multiple pathways, which reduces the chance of recombination. It is recognized that the surface heterojunction structure between 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ and ZIF-8 can effectively enhance electron–hole migrations, and is thus able to promote photocatalytic performance. To further clarify the above results, the photogenerated charge separation and transfer performance was evaluated by investigating with EIS and photocurrents. As shown in Fig. 11(c), MZ-7 clearly has a smaller arc radius in comparison with pure 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ and ZIF-8 on the EIS Nyquist impedance plot, which confirms that MZ-7 has enhanced photo-induced charge carrier segregation and migration. The EIS Nyquist plots of MZ-5, MZ-7, MZ-10, MZ-15, and MZ-20 are displayed in Fig. S7. A comparison of the arc diameter reveals that the MZ-7 arc radius is smaller than those of the other samples, which indicates effective improvement of the photocarrier transfer and acceleration of charge separation during antibiotic degradation [44]. The heterostructures also contribute to a significant increase in charge transfer efficiency. Fig. 11(d) displays the photocurrent–time curve, which indicates that the photocurrent response of MZ-7 under visible light irradiation is significantly improved in comparison with 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ and ZIF-8. This finding indicates that MZ-7 has the fastest electron–hole pair separation efficiency, which aligns with the aforementioned PL conclusion.

This conclusion is further clarified by the Mott–Schottky measurements. Mott–Schottky measurements were performed to determine the band structure of MZ-7, MoS$_2$, and ZIF-8. All the analysis tests were conducted at 1 kHz frequency in the dark. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the slope of the image indicates that MZ-7 is
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a typical n-type semiconductor. Its flat band potential is about $-0.57 \text{ V versus an SCE at pH }=7$, which is equivalent to $-0.33 \text{ V versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)}$ [45]. According to the literature, the bottom of the conduction band (CB) of an n-type semiconductor is $-0.1 \text{ V lower than the flat band potential}$ [46,47]. Therefore, the CB potential of MZ-7 is inferred to be $-0.43 \text{ V versus NHE}$, which is lower than the potential of $\text{O}_2$/$\text{O}_2^2$ ($-0.33 \text{ V versus NHE}$) [48]. Similarly, the $E_{\text{CB}}$ of MoS$_2$ is inferred to be $-0.14 \text{ V versus NHE}$ (inset in Fig. 12(a)). As depicted in Fig. 12(b), the $E_{\text{CB}}$ of ZIF-8 is calculated to be $-1.51 \text{ V versus NHE}$. Taking the UV–vis DRS spectra of MZ-7 into account, the valence band (VB) potential of MZ-7 is computed to be $1.05 \text{ V versus NHE}$, which is lower than $\text{OH}^+-\text{OH}$ (1.99 V versus NHE) [49]. This finding indicates that MZ-7 cannot generate $\cdot\text{OH}$ radicals by oxidizing $\text{OH}^-$ through $h^+$. However, the holes on the VB of ZIF-8 reacted with hydroxyl groups to obtain $\cdot\text{OH}$. It was found that $\cdot\text{OH}$ and $\cdot\text{O}_2^2$ are extremely important oxidants for the degradation of antibiotics. Based on the above analysis, it can be further demonstrated that $h^+$ plays an irreplaceable role in the photocatalytic degradation of TC and CIP. According to UV–vis DRS, the MZ-7 nanocomposite has excellent absorption in visible light. Furthermore, the scavenger testing experiments showed that $\cdot\text{OH}$ and $h^+$ play a pivotal role in photocatalytic degradation. These characterizations indicate that the interaction of MoS$_2$ and ZIF-8 results in a composite with outstanding photocatalytic degradation properties. The ultrathin tubular structure of 1T/2H-MoS$_2$ facilitates the capture of photo-excited electrons and ZIF-8 provides more catalytic centers and increases the reaction and adsorption active sites; together, these ensure the photocatalytic degradation capacity of MZ-7.

### 3.5. Exploration of CIP and TC degradation pathways

In order to further understand the CIP degradation pathway of the MZ-7 nanocomposite, the oxidized products produced via the photocatalytic reaction were detected by liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry (LC–MS). Nine intermediate products were found: P1 ($m/z = 330$), P2 ($m/z = 304$), P3 ($m/z = 362$), P4 ($m/z = 334$), P5 ($m/z = 291$), P6 ($m/z = 348$), P7 ($m/z = 318$), P8 ($m/z = 261$), and P9 ($m/z = 288$). It can be observed that the molecular weight of the intermediate product was lowered, indicating that the CIP was significantly degraded in the MZ-7 reaction system. Based on a combination of these results with the previous literature, we propose three major CIP degradation pathways (i, ii, and iii), shown in Fig. 13. In the first proposed pathway, a hydroxyl group replaces fluorine in CIP, and P1 is first produced after the substitution. Finally, P2, P7, and P8 are formed by epoxidation [50,51]. In pathway ii, the piperazine side chain is oxidatively

![Fig. 13. Proposed degradation pathways for CIP by MZ-7 nanocomposite. $m/z$: mass-to-charge ratio.](image)
degraded, due to the piperazine ring being attacked by OH \([52,53]\). The quinoline epoxidation process in CIP molecules is presented in pathway iii \([54,55]\). The intermediate product, P6 \((m/z = 348)\), is formed by the combination of CIP and a hydroxyl group. In addition, the intermediate product P9 is formed by the loss of water molecules and carboxyl groups from P6 \((m/z = 348)\). The CIP molecules and intermediates are finally oxidized into smaller molecules including water \((\text{H}_2\text{O})\) and \(\text{CO}_2\).

The transformation products of TC via photocatalytic degradation were also studied using LC–MS. The possible structures of the products were elucidated based on mass spectrometry. In pathway i (Fig. 14), TC is converted to TC-1 by hydroxylation \([56]\). Subsequently, an aminomethyl group on TC-1 is attacked by OH, resulting in the formation of compound TC-2 \([57]\). Next, TC-7 is produced through a reaction with the loss of \(\text{NH}_3\) at the C=C double-bond with the TC-1. The intermediate TC-7 is transformed to TC-8 via the loss of \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\). Finally, TC-8 is changed to TC-9, TC-10, TC-11, and TC-12 by oxidation reactions \([58]\). In pathway ii, TC allows the formation of TC-3 by the removal of \(-\text{CONH}_2\) and an addition reaction. Simultaneously, TC-3 becomes TC-4 by the loss of \(-\text{N}(\text{CH}_3)_2\) as the irradiation time increases \([58,59]\). Subsequently, TC-4 is further oxidized and decomposes into TC-6. Finally, the intermediate products are mineralized into other molecules including \(\text{CO}_2\) and \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\).

4. Conclusions

A facile one-pot method has been developed to synthesize highly efficient visible-light-responsive 1T/2H-MoS\(_2\)/ZIF-8 composites. The photocatalytic activity of MZ-7 in degrading TC and CIP was found to be significantly higher than that of pure MoS\(_2\) exposed to visible light irradiation. It was found that mixed-phase MoS\(_2\) enhances the electron conductivity and increases the density of the active sites, resulting in improved electron transfer and mass transfer efficiency. Moreover, the ultrathin long tubular structure of the MoS\(_2\) contributes to the rapid transport of photon-excited electrons and reduces recombination, thereby enhancing the degradation of TC and CIP. This study provides new insight into the exploration of MOF-based and 1T/2H-MoS\(_2\) composite materials for environmental purification and restoration.
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